### COURSE CONSTRAINTS FOR PHYSIOLOGY

**P** = students in these modules have *Priority* access until July 20 at midnight. All students in these modules have equal priority access to the spaces in the course.

**PR** = students in these modules have *Priority* access until July 20 at midnight. All students in these modules have equal priority access to the spaces in the course. Be aware, however, that students with **PR** access will be able to register in any unfilled spaces in these courses as soon as the date changes to July 17 (i.e. at 12:00:01 a.m. on July 17).

**PL** = students in these modules have *Priority* access but only to a *Limited* number of spaces in the course until July 20 at midnight. There are *not* enough spaces for all students in each PL module and once the limited spaces for each PL module are filled, students will have to wait for the priority lift and the reserved spaces to disappear on July 21 to access any unfilled spaces (if any) in the course.

**PL+AP** = students in these modules have *Priority* access but only to a *Limited* number of spaces in the course until July 20 at midnight. There are not enough spaces for all students in each PL+ module and once the limited spaces for each PL+ module are filled, students will have to wait for the priority lift and the reserved spaces to disappear on July 21 to access any unfilled spaces (if any) in the course. Be aware, however, that students with **PL+AP** access will be able to register in any unfilled spaces in these courses as soon as the date changes to July 17 (i.e. at 12:00:01 a.m. on July 17).

**PL* = students in these modules have Priority access but only to a Limited number of spaces in the course until July 20 at midnight. There are not enough spaces for all students in each PL* module and if the limited spaces for each PL* module are filled, these students will have to wait for the priority lift and the reserved spaces to disappear on July 21 to access any unfilled spaces (if any) in the course. Be aware, however, that students with **PL** access will be able to register in any unfilled spaces in these courses as soon as the date changes to July 17 (i.e. at 12:00:01 a.m. on July 17).

**AP** = students in these modules have *Priority* access but only to a *Limited* number of spaces in the course until July 20 at midnight. There are not enough spaces for all students in each AP module and once the limited spaces for each AP module are filled, these students will have to wait for the priority lift and the reserved spaces to disappear on July 21 to access any unfilled spaces (if any) in the course. Be aware, however, that students with **AP** access will be able to register in any unfilled spaces in these courses as soon as the date changes to July 17 (i.e. at 12:00:01 a.m. on July 17).

### PHYSIOLOGY COURSES

**ALL Priorities (P, PR, PL, PL+, PL*, AP)** lift and reserved spaces disappear on July 21 at 9:30 a.m. - registration opens to all students with prerequisites, subject to space.

**P** = students in these modules have restricted access throughout the entire online registration period. Other students are not allowed to register for this course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODULES</th>
<th>PHYSIOLOGY COURSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HS1 = Honors Specialization</td>
<td><strong>PHYSIOLOGY COURSES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2 = Specialization</td>
<td><strong>PHYSIOLOGY COURSES</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See the Reserved Spaces Chart for 4000-level courses at: [link]